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9 Abstract

10 This work proposes a formulation to simulate the swelling of compacted bentonites, 

11 focusing the analysis on the modelling of macrostructural strains caused by the 

12 destructuration of the microstructure under low confinement conditions. First, its 

13 formulation is described, highlighting its integration into a generalised constitutive 

14 model, which is able to describe the behaviour of compacted bentonites under very 

15 different conditions of stress, salinity and water content. After, its scope is assessed, 

16 comparing the model predictions with experimental results of free swelling tests 

17 performed under different salinity conditions. The results obtained are very satisfactory, 

18 especially considering that the proposed swelling model is based on only two material 

19 parameters.
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25 1 Introduction

26 Their high swelling and adsorption capacity, together with their low permeability, have 

27 made bentonites to be considered as a base material for the construction of some of the 

28 engineered barriers to be placed in deep geological repositories of spent nuclear fuel 

29 (see, for example, the description in Sellin and Leupin1). However, the existence of 

30 discontinuities, of natural origin or associated with the construction process, may cause 

31 preferential flow paths to develop, compromising the bentonite barrier effect.1 

32 Nevertheless, as bentonite will be placed in the system in unsaturated conditions, its 

33 hydration and consequent expansion can cause the filling of these preferential paths in 

34 such a way that the barrier effect is recovered, thus ensuring the functionality of the 

35 storage. Therefore, the correct evaluation of bentonite swelling, and in general of its 

36 stress-strain behaviour, is a key issue to obtain a reliable estimation of the performance 

37 of storage facilities.

38 Compacted clays show a bimodal pore size distribution.2-4 At least two structural levels 

39 can be distinguished: a microstructure, “m” in Fig. 1(a), associated with the space inside 

40 the aggregates formed by clay particles, and a macrostructure, “M” in Fig. 1(a), 

41 associated with the inter-aggregate space. To take into account this structure in a 

42 macroscopic model of the system, a double porosity approach can be adopted to model 

43 the thermo-hydro-chemo-mechanical behaviour of compacted clays.5-10 Each structural 

44 level is assigned a different continuous medium, while both media occupy the same 

45 spatial domain.11 The coupled increase of total strain d (vectors are identified in bold, 

46 and the engineering or Voigt notation is used for the stress and strain tensors) can be 

47 computed using an additive approach (see Sánchez et al.12,13, for example), Fig. 1(b):

48 (1)m Mm Md d d d  ε ε ε ε
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49 where the microstructural strain dm defines the strain caused by the change of volume 

50 of the aggregates, dm is the strain associated with the rearrangement of the 

51 macrostructure as a consequence of dm, and dM represents the strains produced upon 

52 stress or suction changes in the macrostructure even if the volume of the microstructure 

53 remains constant. When isothermal conditions are assumed, there is a broad experience 

54 in the use of the Barcelona Basic Model (BBM14) to compute dM (see Sheng et al.15, 

55 for example). The volumetric deformability of the microstructure can be defined as 

56 function of the variation of an effective stress or microstructural suction (see Sánchez et 

57 al.5, for instance). In this line, Navarro et al.16 proposed the use of a state surface for the 

58 microstructural void ratio em (defined as the volume of intra-aggregate voids per volume 

59 of minerals) obtained from the water retention curve of sodium MX-80 bentonites for 

60 suctions greater than 10 MPa (suction threshold above which soil water is 

61 predominantly located in the microstructure17). The approach has recently been 

62 improved, extending the formulation to MX-80 bentonites of different sodium and 

63 calcium content.18 The micro-macro coupling term dm includes both the 

64 macrostructural plastic volumetric strain dm1 caused by the macrostructural packing 

65 when the microstructural void ratio changes,5 which can be computed as proposed in the 

66 Barcelona Expansive Model (BExM19), and the free swelling dm2 produced in the 

67 macrostructure by the destructuration of the microstructure at low or moderate 

68 confinement conditions. The latter term is assumed to be associated with the new void 

69 space generated by the breaking up of particles and aggregates into smaller units that 

70 occurs during the hydration and swelling processes, as described by Salles et al.20 and 

71 Laird21, and identified by authors as Wang et al.22 and Auidiguier et al.23 (in Cui24). 

72 Saiyouri et al.25 also refer to this process, noting that, more than a homogenous increase 

73 of interlayer distances, swelling is mainly due to the subdivision of clay particles.
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74 It is not easy to find formulations in the literature to introduce such a destructuration 

75 process in the numerical models used to simulate the behaviour of bentonite clay 

76 barriers. Therefore, the formulation proposed by Qiao et al.10 to introduce the split of 

77 clay particles in a double structure hydromechanical constitutive model is of interest. 

78 However, the present work adopts a different strategy to introduce the effect of salinity, 

79 important for the general behaviour of bentonites,26-28 and for the hydration capacity of 

80 the pore space corresponding to their microstructure.29-34 The proposed formulation is 

81 based on the variables and state functions used in the thermo-hydro-chemo-mechanical 

82 modelling of bentonite clay barriers, introducing only two additional material 

83 parameters.

84 To present this new formulation, the material and the tests used to evaluate its scope are 

85 first described. Afterwards, its conceptual basis is explained. Finally, the model is 

86 applied to the qualification exercises, demonstrating its capacity to reproduce free 

87 swelling of MX-80 bentonites under different salinity conditions.

88

89 2 Material, methods and experimental data

90 Several vertical free swelling tests were simulated to evaluate the scope of the model. 

91 The vertical free swelling tests presented by Navarro et al.16 were first analysed, in 

92 which an MX-80 bentonite with a smectite content of 87.6% was used. The cation 

93 exchange capacity of this predominantly sodium bentonite was of 0.84 eq/kg, 

94 corresponding to 0.58 eq/kg of Na, 0.25 eq/kg of Ca2, 0.08 of eq/kg Mg2, and 0.02 

95 eq/kg of K. Its mineral density mineral (see Appendix A for a list of symbols) was of 

96 2.78 g/cm3, with a liquid limit of 510%, a plastic limit of 50%, and a plasticity index of 

97 460%. Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 50 mm and an initial height of 40 mm 

98 were tested. The samples were prepared using deionised water and were statically 
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99 compacted applying 17.5 MPa to an initial bulk density b of 2.05 g/cm3 and an initial 

100 water content of 17%. The compacted samples were placed inside a transparent tube 

101 where the swelling occurred only in the vertical direction after pouring water with 

102 different salinities on the samples top, see Fig. 2(a). In addition to a reference test with 

103 deionised water (DI), two different aqueous solutions were applied: 10 g/L (salinity for 

104 which two tests were performed) and 35 g/L (two tests). These solutions only contained 

105 two cations, sodium and calcium, and a common anion, chloride. Their characteristics 

106 are shown in Table 1. Based on Hellä et al.35, the 10 g/L solution simulates the brackish-

107 saline groundwater which is expected during the operating phase at the storage depth at 

108 Olkiluoto, the site for the Onkalo deep geological repository of spent nuclear fuel in 

109 Finland. The 35 g/L represents the maximum salinity expected for groundwater at the 

110 depth of the repository.

111 The bentonite samples were monitored during the tests using an automated National 

112 Instruments camera obtaining images of the vertical displacement of the top of the 

113 samples. These images were digitised using a correlation technique previously 

114 calibrated in NI Vision Builder for Automated Inspection software. To clearly visualise 

115 the swelling, avoiding the formation of a “gel” layer at the interface between water and 

116 soil, a sintered frit was placed on the bentonite sample top. Furthermore, at the end of 

117 each test, the water content w (following the standard ASTM D2216-1036) and b 

118 (ASTM D7263-09(2018)e137) were determined in several locations of the sample. The 

119 water content was very high at the sample top, up to 500-1000%. Handling slices was so 

120 difficult that it was impossible to determine b. So, these values were estimated from the 

121 water content assuming that the soil was fully saturated. However, in the top area, even 

122 the water content values must be considered with caution.
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123 The experimental results obtained by Dvinskikh and Furó38 were also analysed. 

124 Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 8 mm and a height of 3 mm were tested, which 

125 were initially compacted to b of 1.8 g/cm3 with a 23% water content. The initial water 

126 content of the clay was achieved exposing it to an atmosphere with a relative humidity 

127 of 95% until equilibrium. Like in the previously described swelling tests, after 

128 compaction, the samples were tightly fitted at the bottom of a transparent quartz tube, 

129 adding water into the tube over the sample. With different dimensions, the schematic 

130 configuration defined in Fig. 2(a) also applies to this test. 

131 From Dvinskikh et al.39 can be deduced that the natural MX-80 bentonite used 

132 corresponds to WyR1 bentonite from Karnland et al.40, similar to that used in the tests 

133 from Navarro et al.16. This makes it reasonable to use the same material parameters. In 

134 the test, the total free swelling heave and the spatial distribution of the clay volume 

135 fraction C (volume of solid per total volume of soil) were measured at different times 

136 using magnetic resonance imaging.

137

138 3 Theory: Free swelling conceptual model.

139 Before describing the model of dm2, the other terms of the conceptual model should 

140 be defined. A very simplified geochemical system is assumed to characterise the salinity 

141 evolution. Together with the clay minerals and water, only the ions calcium Ca2, 

142 sodium Na and chloride Cl are considered in the medium. Ions can be in the 

143 macrostructure and in the microstructure (anionic exclusion is not imposed), and the 

144 Donnan equilibrium approach (see Helfferich41, for instance) is adopted to define their 

145 macro-micro distribution. The approach is summarised in Appendix B.

146 Flow and transport are modelled using an advective-diffusive model. Constant 

147 temperature and gas pressure are assumed. The generalisation of Darcy’s law is applied 
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148 to define water advection with respect to the movement of the solid skeleton, and Fick’s 

149 law is adopted to model vapour diffusion, disregarding the effect of mechanical 

150 dispersion. The same is applied to describe transport. The field equations, state 

151 functions and parameters used in the flow and transport model are described in detail by 

152 Asensio et al.42 and Navarro et al.,16, 43 while its main trends are described in Appendix 

153 C. Table C.1 summarises the parameters used.

154 Regarding the mechanical behaviour, the model lies within the framework of the 

155 BExM.19 Then, dM is computed with the BBM14 (see Appendix D) using the 

156 parameters in Table D.1. Nevertheless, in the monotonic swelling paths analysed in this 

157 paper, when the total void ratio e ( = em  eM, being eM the macrostructural void ratio: 

158 volume of macrostructural void space per volume of minerals) becomes greater than 3 

159 (working value adopted taking into account the change in compressibility identified by 

160 Marcial et al.44 when testing an MX-80 bentonite), a modification is introduced. A 

161 linear relationship between log p (net mean stress, defined as the mean stress minus the 

162 gas pressure) and log eM is assumed (analogous to the natural compression law 

163 proposed by Butterfield45), adopting a proportionality constant so that the continuity for 

164 the slopes is guaranteed (like Guimarães et al.6).

165 The value of em is obtained with the state surface plotted in Fig. 3,2, 46-53 in which the 

166 microstructure was assumed to be saturated (e.g., Yong54). The variable  is the 

167 thermodynamic swelling pressure (equivalent to the thermodynamic osmotic pressure of 

168 Lewis55), which defines the affinity of water for the solid components. To illustrate the 

169 meaning and computation of , it is useful to analyse the definition of the chemical 

170 potential of microstructural water, m. Consistently with Karnland et al.,30 m can be 

171 computed as:

172 (2)m VO mS mNCC      
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173 where VO is the chemical potential of free pure water, and mNCC defines the increase 

174 in chemical potential due to the ions (cations and anions) in the microstructure in excess 

175 of the cation exchange capacity; that is, the effect of the extra salinity or non-charge-

176 compensating ions on the chemical potential of the microstructural water. Therefore, 

177 mS is the chemical potential set by the clay structure (clay minerals and exchangeable 

178 cations; subscript “S”). For saturated and low salinity conditions, Navarro and Alonso56 

179 proposed to apply a generalisation of the classical expression of Low and Anderson57 

180 for this potential:

181 (3) mS
w

WMM p 


 

182 where w and WMM are, respectively, the liquid water density and water molecular 

183 mass. Thus, for the above conditions,  is the pressure to which a clay in equilibrium 

184 with free pure water (m = VO and mNCC = 0: the only ions in the microstructure are 

185 charge compensating cations) must be confined for it to be under the volumetric 

186 arrangement linked to a em value. However, saturated and non-saline conditions do not 

187 apply to the general case. In saline conditions, the chemical potential of macrostructural 

188 water M can be calculated as30:

189 (4) M VO M MO
w

WMM s s 


  

190 where sM is the macrostructural suction (identified with the capillary suction, sM = PG – 

191 PL, where PG and PL are the gas and the liquid pressure, respectively) and sMO is the 

192 osmotic suction of the macrostructure. If equilibrium m = M is applied, from Eqs. (2), 

193 (3) and (4) it is deduced that:

194 (5)   mNCCMOM sssp 
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195 where smNCC is the magnitude equivalent to mNCC expressed as a suction (smNCC = 

196 w mNCC / WMM ). If the approach proposed by Garrels and Christ58 to determine the 

197 activity of water is accepted, in the simplified geochemical model adopted in this work, 

198 sMO and smNCC can be calculated as:

199 (6) w
MO Cl,M Na,M Ca,M1 0.017s R T Ln c c c

WMM


      

200 and:

201 (7) w
mNCC Cl,m Na,m-NCC Ca,m-NCC1 0.017s R T Ln c c c

WMM


       

202 where cCl,M, cNa,M and cCa,M are the molalities of chloride, sodium and calcium in the 

203 macrostructural solution, cCl,m is the molality of chloride in the microstructure, cNa,m-NCC 

204 and cCa,m-NCC are the microstructural non-charge-compensating molal concentration of 

205 sodium and calcium, respectively, and R is the universal gas constant. For a given 

206 temperature T, Eqs. (5-7) allow the computation of  as a function of p, sM and ci,j (i = 

207 Cl, Na, Ca, and j = M, m, m-NCC). 

208 The terms p + sM (= BHM) and sMO − smNCC (= BS) in Eq. (5) can be understood as 

209 “boundary pressures” (subscript “B”) on the microstructure, the former of 

210 hydromechanical (subscript “HM”) and the second of saline (subscript “S”) nature. 

211 Macroscopic equilibrium is reached when the pressure  exerted by the microstructure 

212 is equal to the boundary or confinement pressure B (= BHM + BS). Navarro et al.59 

213 proposed adopting  as microstructural effective stress, and confirmed its capacity to 

214 summarise the effect of mean stress, suction and salinity in the volumetric behaviour of 

215 the microstructure with a single state variable.

216 Both  and B are tools to explain the interaction between macrostructure and 

217 microstructure by means of the mechanical analogue shown in schematic form in Fig. 4, 

218 and their use provides useful conceptual tools to understand the process of breaking up 
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219 of the aggregates and generation of macrostructural void space that is modelled with the 

220 free swelling strain dm2. This increase of eM due to free swelling processes (identified 

221 as “eMm2” to differentiate it from the increase of eM due to other processes) occurs only 

222 when em is high. That is, when  and the confinement B are low. The model proposed 

223 assumes that, for eMm2 to occur, B must be less than a reference value B REF, which is 

224 the first material parameter of the model, see Fig. 5. Under these conditions, if, as in the 

225 classic soil consolidation theory, the loss of packing eMm2 is assumed to be directly 

226 proportional to the ratio between the loss of confinement, dB, and the existing 

227 confinement level, B, in a monotonic swelling path the following applies:

228 (8)  B
Mm2 π

B

dd e 


  

229 where compressibility  (dimensionless), analogous to the parameters Mp and Ms in 

230 Table D.1, is the second model parameter. This equation, core of the proposed model, 

231 can reproduce the decrease of swelling capacity caused by an increase of salinity. Under 

232 a given net stress, when an unsaturated bentonite contacts a saline solution, the higher 

233 the salinity, the higher the increase in BS that the solution will cause on the bentonite. 

234 Then, although the decrease of sM caused by wetting produces a net decrease of B, 

235 which triggers swelling (see Fig. 4), the decrease will be lower for higher salinities of 

236 the wetting aqueous solution. Consequently, higher salinities produce lower increases in 

237 eM and a lower total swelling strain. This is illustrated in the conceptual test presented in 

238 Fig. 6 a. An unsaturated and unloaded soil has a macroscopic suction sM,0 in an initial 

239 situation of equilibrium, being the salinity negligible. Two unconfined saturation 

240 experiments are considered, using solutions with an osmotic suction of sMO,1 and sMO,2, 

241 respectively (sMO,1 > sMO,2). In the final equilibrium, when sM = 0,  will be equal, in 

242 each case, to B,1 and B,2, being eMm2,2 higher than eMm2,1, Fig. 5.
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243 In free boundaries where confinement can be considered negligible, an additional 

244 process occurs that plays a key role. If the swelling and aggregate break-up progress, the 

245 value of em will be close to its maximum and nearly stationary, and the mass exchange 

246 between structural levels caused by the difference between  and B in Fig. 4 will 

247 hardly occur. In this situation, the initial double porosity configuration with a 

248 macrostructure enveloping the microstructure will become a slurry formed 

249 fundamentally by an only structural level, in which confinement is given by the 

250 saturated effective stress, equal to the boundary pressure BHM. For this reason, the 

251 coalescence of the macrostructure and the microstructure is proposed to be modelled 

252 with a transition of the confinement pressure from B to BHM. Then, as qualitatively 

253 illustrated in Fig. 6 b (which outlines the evolution of B in a saturation process as in 

254 Fig. 6 a, considering a point A located in the inner part of the sample and a point B near 

255 its outer surface), by lowering the denominator of Eq. (8), swelling will be faster, and 

256 this phenomenon will be more important the higher the salinity (further reduction of the 

257 denominator from B to BHM). This relevant increase in the swelling velocity, observed 

258 experimentally by authors as Alawaji60 and Navarro et al.16, will only be activated in 

259 free boundaries, where BHM (= p + sM) may become negligible. If free boundaries are 

260 the domain zone where hydration occurs first, the velocity increase only occurs at the 

261 beginning of the swelling process. 

262 It is worth noting that, as authors as Guimarães et al.6 did, the effect of salinity on the 

263 deformability of the system is introduced through the microstructure, taking into 

264 account the changes in em caused by the variation of , and the activation of eMm2 due 

265 to the reduction of B. This approach is consistent with Terzaghi's61 statement on 

266 locating the effect of osmotic forces in clay aggregates, as highlighted by Musso et al.7
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267 To conclude this section, it will be stated that, even if some authors have observed that 

268 the density of microstructural water m may be greater than that of free water w 

269 (Jacinto et al.62), m  w is assumed for modelling purposes (Tournassat and Appelo63) 

270 in Eq. (3), and consequently in Eq. (5) and Eq. (7), as well as in the analyses presented 

271 in the next Section.

272 To conduct these analyses, the model synthesised by Eq. (8) was implemented in the 

273 calculation program described by Navarro et al.43,which incorporates the formulation 

274 summarised in Appendices B, C and D, developed using the implementation platform 

275 Comsol Multiphysics (COMSOL64). This numerical solver for the resolution of partial 

276 differential equations is based on the application of the finite element method using a 

277 Galerkin formulation with Lagrange multipliers. It offers pre-programmed calculation 

278 modules. However, its "Multiphysics" capacity allows the selection of state variables, 

279 the introduction of the state functions to be used, and the definition of the differential 

280 equations to be solved. Thus, the implemented numerical model is adapted exactly to 

281 the mathematical model that formalises the desired conceptual model. The platform 

282 incorporates symbolic algebra utilities that use symbolic differentiation techniques that 

283 improve the numerical performance of the implemented numerical models. However, 

284 these utilities pose problems when, as in elastoplastic models or nonlinear elasticity, the 

285 definition of state functions such as stresses is implicit. In these cases, the derivatives 

286 cannot be obtained. To solve this question, Navarro et al.65 proposed the application of a 

287 mixed formulation, considering the stresses and the hardening parameters state variables 

288 of the problem. An efficient and versatile tool was thus obtained, which was applied to 

289 perform the simulations described in the following section.

290

291 4 Results and discussion
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292 To simulate the tests presented by Navarro et al.16, see Fig. 2(a), the boundary 

293 conditions in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) were adopted. The initial values of suction and degree 

294 of saturation of the macrostructure were, respectively, 22640 kPa and 7.1%. In addition, 

295 the parameters of Tables C.1 and D.1 have been assumed, all taken from the literature or 

296 identified in tests independent of those analysed in this work. Therefore, the only 

297 material parameters to be determined are B REF and , that is, the parameters of the 

298 new law proposed to define eMm2. Only the swelling results for DI water were used to 

299 identify them, obtaining the values B REF  1 MPa and   1.05. When using them, the 

300 fits in Fig. 7 were obtained. 

301 The good fit obtained by simulating the DI water test, while noteworthy, was expected 

302 to occur, as the results of this test have been the objective function for identifying B REF 

303 and  . However, when using these parameters to simulate the tests with 10 and 35 g/L 

304 as a validation exercise, Fig.8, the fits are of the same quality. This provides non-

305 negligible confidence in the parameters identified.

306 Figs. 7 and 8 confirm that, as noted by Alawaji60, the initial speed of the swelling 

307 process increases with salinity. However, consistent with the reduction in swelling 

308 pressure observed by Karnland et al.30, Pusch32 and Warkentin and Schofield33, the 

309 higher the salinity, the lower the final swelling value obtained in the results, as indicated 

310 in the previous Section. These behaviours are adequately reproduced by the model.

311 Although the results in Fig. 8 are very satisfactory, the most remarkable results are 

312 those represented in Figs. 9 and 10. They represent the water content and dry density d 

313 profiles, respectively, at the end of the tests. Unlike Fig. 8, where the total heave of the 

314 sample integrates, and consequently smooths, the effect of the local swelling strains 

315 along the entire specimen, Figs. 9 and 10 represent behaviours distributed along the 

316 specimen. The simulation of these behaviours is therefore a very demanding 
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317 qualification test for a model based on merely two parameters (identified using only the 

318 total swelling of the test carried out with DI water).

319 Fig. 11 shows the time evolution of sM, eM  eMm2 (variation of eM without taking 

320 eMm2 into consideration) and em along the sample obtained with the model. As 

321 hydration advances, sM is reduced and eM  eMm2 grows. This is also the case for em, 

322 since sM largely controls the value of  and, consequently, of em. But the growth is 

323 smooth, because the hydration front is not sharp, and the great variation experienced in 

324 the water content near the sample top is not shown (Fig. 9). Without introducing a 

325 behaviour such as that synthesised by eMm2, it is also possible to reproduce the overall 

326 swelling of the samples (Figs. 7 and 8) by, for example, increasing the value of the 

327 macrostructural elastic compressibility for changes in suction, Ms (Table D.1 and 

328 Appendix D). However, smooth distributions of water content and void ratio would be 

329 obtained, not reproducing the experimental profile of Figs. 9 and 10. 

330 On the contrary, the introduction of eMm2 makes it possible to reproduce this 

331 behaviour. As illustrated in Fig. 12, eMm2 behaves less smoothly, since it only develops 

332 when  is lower than REF (= 1 MPa) and grows significantly near the sample top where 

333 B = BHM (Fig. 6 b). This difference in behaviour leads to obtaining the fits illustrated 

334 in Figs. 9 and 10.

335 Besides, the model allows to reproduce the effect of salinity consistently. With DI water 

336 the swelling is greater: it penetrates deeper into the soil, and the increase in em is larger, 

337 Fig. 11. However, the higher the salinity, the faster and more intense destructuration 

338 (eMm2) on the surface, which is illustrated in Fig. 12.

339 To further illustrate the scope of the model, the test of Dvinskikh and Furó38 defined in 

340 Section 2 was also simulated. This test provides a significant volume of information 

341 distributed throughout the sample over time. Therefore, its simulation is an outstanding 
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342 qualification exercise. As in the previous models, the parameters in Tables C.1 and D.1 

343 are used. The initial value of sM was 11119 kPa, being the macrostructural degree of 

344 saturation equal to 39.8%. Applying the boundary conditions in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), the 

345 swelling prediction labelled as “  1.05” in Fig. 13 is obtained. The experimental 

346 behaviour trend is satisfactorily reproduced, but the fit is not accurate. Nevertheless, 

347 using   1.5, while keeping the rest of parameter values (including B REF  1 MPa), 

348 the fit becomes very satisfactory.

349 Also, the fit of C in Fig. 14 after using   1.5 is remarkable. The results are 

350 comparable with those obtained by Liu et al.66 using a model specifically developed to 

351 simulate free swelling processes. In contrast, the model used in the present work is of 

352 general scope. Although this paper is focused on the description of the module 

353 synthesised by Eq. (8), this module must be included in a more general model to be 

354 operational, being therefore part of a numerical model for bentonite clay barriers able to 

355 simulate the behaviour of bentonites in a wide range of stress, temperature, water 

356 content and salinity. In this work, the numerical model described at the end of Section 3 

357 was used. With it, after incorporating Eq. (8), and using only two material parameters, 

358 results as illustrated in Figs. 7-10, and 13-14 were obtained, with distributed void ratio 

359 values up to 50, C  0.02, where the concept of soil might be questioned. Finally, note 

360 that the results in Figs. 13 and 14 are particularly encouraging because the parameters of 

361 Tables C.1 and D.1 were not specifically identified for the bentonite tested by 

362 Dvinskikh and Furó.38

363

364 5 Conclusions

365 A formulation to describe the strains caused in the macrostructure of a compacted 

366 bentonite by the destructuration of its microstructure under low confinement conditions 
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has been proposed. Although the formulation, Eq. (8), has only two material parameters 367 

(BREF and ), it obtains very satisfactory results in the simulation of MX-80 bentonite 368 

behaviour under monotonic swelling paths. The scope of the fits obtained is remarkable. 369 

First, because very demanding qualification tests were simulated, in which the 370 

distribution of strains and water content was successfully reproduced along processes of 371 

large swelling. Second, because this was done using micro- and macro-structural 372 

parameters identified in independent tests, using only a swelling test carried out with DI 373 

water to identify the two parameters of Eq. (8). However, the parameters identified 374 

made it possible to simulate swelling processes under variable salinity conditions.  375 

The formulation is based on variables used in the numerical models of the thermo-376 

hydro-chemo-mechanical behaviour of bentonite clay barriers. Therefore, it can be 377 

implemented in such programs without excessive difficulty, making it an interesting 378 

tool for the study of bentonite free swelling. 379 
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Appendix A. List of symbols 386 

ci,M Molality of the ion “i” in the macrostructural solution 

cCl,m Molality of chloride in the microstructure 

ci,m-NCC Microstructural non-charge-compensating molal concentration of 

the ion “i” 

d Increase of total strain 

dM Increase of macrostructural strain 

dMm Increase of strain associated with the rearrangement of the 

macrostructure as a consequence of dm 

dm1 dMm caused by the macrostructural packing when the 

microstructural void ratio changes 

dm2 Increase of free swelling dMm produced in the macrostructure by 

the destructuration of the microstructure at low or moderate 

confinement conditions 

dm Increase of microstructural strain 

e Total void ratio 

eM Macrostructural void ratio 

em Microstructural void ratio 

PG  Gas pressure 

PL  Macrostructural liquid pressure 

p Net mean stress 

R Universal gas constant 

sM Macrostructural capillary suction 

sMO Macrostructural osmotic suction 

T Absolute temperature 

WMM Water molecular mass 

w Water content 

eMm2 Increase of eM due to free swelling processes 

ΔsmNCC Increase in microstructural suction due to non-charge compensating 

ions in the microstructure in excess of the cation exchange capacity 

mNCC Increase in chemical potential due to non-charge-compensating ions 

in the microstructure in excess of the cation exchange capacity 
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b Bulk density 

d Dry density 

m Density of the microstructural water 

mineral Minerals density 

w Liquid water density 

Ms Elastic compressibility for changes in suction 

Mp Elastic compressibility for changes in net mean stress 

 Compressibility that defines eMm2 for changes of B 

M Chemical potential of macrostructural water 

m Chemical potential of microstructural water 

mS Chemical potential set by the clay structure 

VO Chemical potential of free pure water  

 Thermodynamic swelling pressure 

B Boundary pressure on the microstructure 

BREF Reference value of B 

BHM Hydromechanical boundary pressure on the microstructure 

BS Saline boundary pressure on the microstructure 

C Clay volume fraction 

  387 
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388 Appendix B. Donnan equilibrium approach

389 To determine the distribution of ions between macro- and micro-structure, chemical 

390 equilibrium is assumed. Therefore, if the electrochemical potential i,k of the ion “i” 

391 (Cl, Na+, and Ca2+ in the simplified geochemical system assumed) in the structural 

392 level “k” (m, micro-, or M, macro-structure) is defined as:

393 (A.1)kiki,Oiki, Ln  FzaTR

394 then:

395 (A.2)











TR

Fzaa i D
mi,Mi, exp

396 where Oi is a reference electrochemical potential, ai,k is the activity, zi is the ionic 

397 charge and F is the Faraday constant. k defines the electric potential of the ions, and 

398 D is the Donnan potential, defined as D = m  M. If the activity coefficients are 

399 assumed to be close to 1, a Donnan electrochemical equilibrium model like that 

400 proposed by Tournassat and Appelo63 is obtained:

401 (A.3)
iz

i

B
C

TR
FzCC mi,D

mi,Mi, exp 












402 where Ci,M and Ci,m are the molar concentrations of the ions in both structural levels. To 

403 obtain the partition coefficient B the equations that determine the electroneutrality of 

404 both structural levels must be introduced:

405 (A.4)02 MCl,MCa,MNa,  CCC

406 (A.5)Na,m Ca,m Cl,m s2 0C C C q    

407 where the surface charge qs (molc/L) is defined as:

408 (A.6)mineral
s

m

CEC
q

e
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409 being CEC the cation exchange capacity. In the formulation adopted (Navarro et al.16), 

410 CCa,M and CCl,m are the state variables of the electrochemical problem. Therefore, from 

411 Eqs. (A.3) to (A.6):

412 (A.7)  2
Ca,M Cl,m Ca,M Cl,m s2 2 0C C B C B C q        

413 functional equation to be solved to determine B. After B, CCa,m and CCl,M are obtained 

414 from CCa,M and CCl,m, respectively. Finally, CNa,M and CNa,m can be computed from Eqs. 

415 (A.4) and (A.5) (electroneutrality).

416

417 Appendix C. Flow and transport model

418 The macrostructural water mass flow lM is given by the solid skeleton velocity vector v 

419 (time derivative of the displacement u), the liquid water specific discharge qM and the 

420 vapour diffusion j:

421 (C.1)M M w Mm   l v q j

422 where mM is the volumetric density of the macrostructural water mass, obtained from 

423 the densities of macrostructural water liquid mL and vapour mV as:

424 (C.2)M M M M
M L V W V

(1 )
1 1

e Sr e Sr
m m m

e e
 


   

 

425 where SrM is the macrostructural degree of saturation. Its definition has been based on 

426 the approach proposed by Navarro et al.16, in which SrM is defined by means of a classic 

427 van Genuchten67 model, differentiating the water in the macrostructure and the 

428 microstructural water content. However, in the current work, a modified formulation is 

429 used, which incorporates the framework proposed by Gallipoli et al.68 to take into 

430 account the variation of the macrostructure retention capacity when the porosity 

431 changes:
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432 (C.3)   M
M M1 (  )     ;     

mn e
Sr s



 



  

433 As in Gallipoli et al.68, it is assumed that n = ( m)-1. Table C.1 shows the values of 

434 , m and , material parameters of the model. The density of water vapour v is 

435 computed using the psychrometric law (Edlefsen and Anderson69). The liquid water 

436 specific discharge is defined as (Pollock70):

437 (C.4)I r
M L w

w

 ( + )k k P g z


   q

438 where w defines the liquid dynamic viscosity, g is the gravitational acceleration, z is 

439 the vertical coordinate upwards oriented, and the symbol “” expresses the gradient 

440 differential operator. The model proposed by Gens et al.71 is used to obtain the intrinsic 

441 permeability kI:

442 (C.5)  I o M oexpk k b   

443 where M (= eM / (1+e)) is the macrostructure porosity, and the material parameters ko, b 

444 and o are defined in Table C.1. To determine the relative permeability kr a potential 

445 model with an exponent equal to 3 is adopted (Gens et al.71). 

446 The vapour molecular diffusion is computed as:

447 (C.6) M M V V (1 )Sr D     j

448 where the binary diffusion coefficient of water vapour in gas is calculated as 

449 (Pollock71):

450 (C.7)
2.3

3

atm
V 5.9 10D

T
P

 

451 where the atmospheric pressure Patm should be introduced in kPa to obtain DV in m2/s. 

452 As Olivella and Gens72 did when modelling a double porosity soil, the tortuosity to 

453 vapour flow  is tentatively assumed equal to 1.
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454 The total mass flow of species “i” (i = Ca2 and Cl, species chosen to characterise the 

455 salinity condition: Na+ is obtained from the electroneutrality; see Appendix B) is 

456 computed as: 

457 (C.8)i i i,M M i,M i,M i,m i,mm C D C D C     l v q

458 where the volumetric density of calcium and chloride are defined as:

459 (C.9)i,M M M i,m m
i 1

C Sr e C e
m

e





460 where, as in Appendix B, Ci,M and Ci,m are, respectively, the molar concentrations of the 

461 ions in both structural levels. The formulation by Bourg et al.73 is adopted to determine 

462 the molecular diffusion coefficients Di,k (k= M or m, macro- or micro-structure). The 

463 values used by Cussler74 are taken to define the self-diffusion coefficients DOCa and 

464 DOCl.

465

466 Appendix D. BBM and BExM formulations applied

467 As indicated in the Introduction, dM introduces the deformations induced by the 

468 macrostructure as a result of stress or suction changes:

469 (D.1)e e p
M Ms Mσ MLCd d d d  ε ε ε ε

470 In the swelling processes analysed it has been assumed that the strains caused by 

471 suction changes, de
Ms, are fundamentally elastic (hence the superscript "e"). It has also 

472 been assumed that they are isotropic, calculating their volumetric component, dV,Ms, as:

473 (D.2)M
V,Ms

Ms

ds
d

K
 

474 where the macrostructural bulk modulus for changes in suction is computed as:

475 (D.3)
  M atm

Ms
Ms

1 ( )e s P
K
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476 Ms being the elastic compressibility parameter for changes in suction, see Table D.1. 

477 To define the elastic strain induced by changes in the stress state, de
M, the following 

478 expression is used:

479 (D.4)e e Mp
Mσ

1 0

10 3

dpK
d d

dq
G

 
            

ε C σ

480 where Ce is the macrostructural compliance matrix, KMp is the macrostructural bulk 

481 modulus for changes in mean stress, and G is the shear modulus. In Eq. (D.4) p and q 

482 are, respectively, the values of the mean stress and the von Mises stress associated with 

483 net stress , defined as  =   PG·m, where  is the total stress vector and m is 

484 the vector form of the Kronecker delta. In the model,  and sM have been adopted as 

485 significant stresses of the macrostructure. The macrostructural bulk modulus KMp is 

486 calculated as:

487 (D.5)
 

Mp
Mp

1 e p
K






488 where Mp is the elastic compressibility parameter for changes in mean stress, Table 

489 D.1. The shear module is obtained through the Poisson's ratio  (Table D.1) as:

490 (D.6)
 
  Mp

3 1 2
2 1

G K








491 A single plastic mechanism, dp
MLC, is considered, which is mobilised when the 

492 ellipsoidal yield surface LC.14 is reached (Fs = 0 in Fig. D.1):

493 (D.7)  2 2
s S O 0F q M p p p p    

494 where the increase in cohesion with suction pS is calculated as:

495 (D.8)S Mp k s

496 and the net mean yield stress at the current suction pO is computed as:
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497 (D.9)

Mp

M Mp

(0)
( )

O
O C

C

* spp p
p

 
 



 
  

 

498 The material parameter k, the reference stress pC and the slope of the critical state line M 

499 are defined in Table D.1. The slope of the virgin compression curve is computed as a 

500 function of the macrostructural suction as: 

501 (D.10)   M M( ) (0) 1 exps r r s       

502 where (0), r and  are material parameters (Table D.1). A non-associated model is 

503 adopted to define the flow rule, in which the yield vector n indicated in Fig. D.1 is used 

504 to define dp
MLC as:

505 p
MLCd d n

506 where d is the plastic multiplier given by the consistency equation:

507 (D.11)

*
e *s s O

V,Mm1p
M V,M

e Ts s O
p

O V,M

*
*

F F p
d d

s
d

F F p
p








  
  

  


   
       

D
σ

D m n
σ



508 where ‘T’ indicates the transpose operator, De is the macrostructural elastic matrix, 

509 (equal to the inverse matrix of Ce), and d* is defined as:

510 (D.12) * e
Ms Mm md d d d d   ε ε ε ε ε

511 As noted, the micro-macro coupling term is defined as dMm = dMm1 + dMm2. This 

512 second term has been obtained from eMm2 according to the formulation given in 

513 Section 3:

514 (D.13) Mm2
V,Mm2 1

d e
d

e
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515 where dV,Mm2 is the volumetric component of dMm2. To calculate dMm1, the 

516 formulation proposed by Sánchez et al.5 has been used, calculating its volumetric 

517 component dV,Mm1 from the volumetric component of dm, dV,m, as

518 (D.14)V,Mm1 1 V,md f d  

519 As a first approximation, the definition of the interaction function f1 shown in Fig. D.2, 

520 adapted from Navarro et al.65, has been adopted. In turn, analogous to Eq. (D.13), dV,m 

521 has been calculated as:

522 (D.15)m
V,m 1

de
d

e
  



523 where dem has been obtained from the state surface of Fig. 3. 

524 The macrostructural hardening law is defined as14:

525 (D.16) 
 

O p
O V,M

Mp

1 *
*

0
e p

dp d
 






526 Finally, to improve the computational performance of the model, the drift correction 

527 proposed by De la Morena et al.75, and the smooth elastic-plastic transition of De la 

528 Morena et al.76 have been introduced.

529
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721 Figure captions

722 Fig. 1. (a) Pore size probability density function (PDF) of a compacted bentonite; “m”, 

723 microstructural level; “M”, Macrostructural level. Symbols “w” and “s” represent, 

724 respectively, water content and salinity (b) Conceptual outline of the additive approach 

725 d  dm  dMm  d.

726 Fig. 2. (a) Schematic configuration of the swelling tests. The initial dimensions of the 

727 sample are given in mm. (b) Hydraulic and chemical, and (c) mechanical, boundary 

728 conditions.

729 Fig. 3. State surface that defines the microstructural volumetric constitutive model. 

730 Fig. 4. Mechanical analogue of the interaction between macrostructure and 

731 microstructure.

732 Fig. 5. State surface em   and eMm2 model.

733 Fig. 6. (a) Conceptual unconfined saturation test of two unconfined bentonite samples 

734 under different salinity conditions; the behaviour of an inner point is qualitatively 

735 described. (b) Difference between the behaviour of a point A in the inner part of the 

736 sample, and a point B near its outer surface.

737 Fig. 7. Fit after parameter identification of the swelling test carried out with DI water in 

738 Navarro et al.16

739 Fig. 8. Modelling and experimental vertical free swelling results for the tests in Navarro 

740 et al.16 Saline solutions: (a) 10 g/L, (b) 35 g/L.

741 Fig. 9. Modelling and experimental results for the water content profiles at the end of 

742 the tests in Navarro et al.16 (a) DI water, (b) 10 g/L, and (c) 35 g/L.

743 Fig. 10. Modelling and experimental results for the bulk density profiles at the end of 

744 the tests in Navarro et al.16 (a) DI water, (b) 10 g/L, and (c) 35 g/L.

745
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746 Fig. 11. Modelled time evolution of (a) sM, (b) eM  eMm2 and (c) em during vertical 

747 free swelling tests. First row results obtained with DI water, second row 10 g/L, third 

748 row 35 g/L. For the sake of comparison the height is kept at its initial value.

749 Fig. 12. Modelled time evolution of eMm2 during vertical free swelling tests. Results 

750 obtained with (a) DI water, (b) 10 g/L, (c) 35 g/L. For the sake of comparison the height 

751 is kept at its initial value.

752 Fig 13. Modelling and experimental vertical free swelling results for the test with DI 

753 water by Dvinskikh and Furó38 using two different values for the parameter  in the 

754 modelling.

755 Fig. 14. Liu et al.66, modelling and experimental results for the spatial distribution of the 

756 clay volume fraction at different times in the test by Dvinskikh and Furó38 using  = 

757 1.5 in the modelling. (a) From 30 min to 1 d, (b) From 2 d to 32 d.

758
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759 Table captions

760 Table 1. Composition of the solutions used in the tests presented by Navarro et al.16

761 Table C.1. Flow and transport parameters.

762 Table D.1. Macrostructure mechanical parameters. Data from Navarro et al.16
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Table 1. Composition of the solutions used in the tests presented by Navarro et al.16

Solution (g/L) NaCl (g/L) CaCl2 (g/L) Number of tests Description
10 6.47 3.53 2 Brackish-saline water
35 16.75 18.25 2 Saline water



Table C.1. Flow and transport parameters.

Parameter Value
 1.073
 (MPa) 0.226
m 1
n 0.932
b 9.91 (a)

o 0.047 (a)

ko (m2) 2.34·1021 (a)

G 4 (b)

 0.3 (b)

DOCa (m2/s) 7·79·1010 (c)

DOCl (m2/s) 2·03·109 (c)

a From Navarro et al.16. b From Bourg et al.73. c From Cussler74.



Table D.1. Macrostructure mechanical parameters. Data from Navarro et al.16

Parameter Value
k 0.1
Mp 0.1
Ms 0.05
 0.35
pC (kPa) 10
(0) 0.15
r 0.8
 (kPa-1) 2.0·10-5

M 1.07
pO* (kPa) 1800


